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RECURRENCE - Dedication

" ... man can build within himself an 'Ark' and assemble
in it specimens of everything that is valuable in him.
In such a case these specimens will not perish. They
will survive death and be born again."
P.D.Ouspensky- New Model of the Universe 1934 p 57

RECURRENCE - Prologue

Extracts from P.D.O on the subject of recurrence.

What was the origin of the idea of recurrence?
Psychologically, there will be one answer, mathematically, another answer;
historically, a third answer.

If you mean psychologically, I think it is

the persistent and very definite feeling that children sometimes have that
'it happened before'.

For instance, they come to a new house or a new town

and have a feeling that all this has been.:
- The idea of recurrence may have many quite obvious faults, but mathematically
it is right and is certainly better than any other idea of this nature, because
otherwise without the idea of recurrence, there would be no past.

If there is

no past, there is no present, and if there is no present, where: are we?
cannot live in a world where all the present disappears.

We

• ••• if we travei

by tra.in we cannot expect::all the stations we pass to disappear, and those to
which we come to be built anew;
when we have passed.

they existed before we came ~d will be there

We know that everything dies, so it must be born again;

everything is destroyed, so it must be built again;

and r€currence is the only

theory which can answer.
Is i t true that none of us had ever met this system before?
I think it is quite true.

But possibly you met something similar.

the fact that I think so will not mean anything to you;

However,

you must find out for

yourselves why I think so.
- From the point of view of recurrence, may i t not be that some important
actions we made in a previous life are responsible for our tendencies now?
- Quite possibly.

Oru.y, there is one thing: this work did not exist before.

It may be that some other work did - there may be many differeni; kinds - but
not this.

This work did not exist before, that I am perfectly sure of.

- Recurrence, if it exists, is mechanical and baaed on mechanicalness.

A

school cannot be mechanical, so it must be under different laws, even if it is
an elementary school.

If a school exist .ed once in one form, next time it may

be·not in the same place, the same time or the same form •••••• You can rely on
something l~e Trafalgar Square recurring, but you cannot rely on schools from
the point of view of recurrence.
- There is one thing I want to add. in relation to worlds.
Absolute exists, all other things must exist;

As long as the

they have no right to die.

RECURRENCE - Foreword 1 & 2

P.D.Ouspensky " .. the idea of spiral begins with escaping
from the constant repetition of the same things , or from the
moment something new is introduced ... " The Fourth Way.
1/1-4

2/1-6

Foreword 1 What is life for? Movement around
circle of life and from its centre forming spiral of
man's creation , growth and life with 'real' time
values indicated. Possibility of remembering in
recurrence that "life is bliss" by keeping connection
with its centre via meditation.
Foreword 2 Possibility of 'doing' through connection
with life's centre. Increasing the value of 'now'.
Spirals of growth and regeneration. Includes
Sonnets 29,37 and 20.
The Foreword papers are also found in Vols II & Ill.
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What is life for - what is it a.11 about?

When, we t•rnre given

the med.itation the Maharishi used to say· "Life is b:tiss-

essentially

Man was born, to engoy - certainly not to su£:f"er·.,"

it is not a struggle..

But we need to know a. little more t'han this.,

We need' to know where we

are· going, what happens to us when we ffli.e, . nnd many other things •• ••
How a:11 our ordinary actions move in a direction round the circle-..
Although we may not see it,, they happen a-,gain an.d again..

And: if' 1the

c·ircle corresponds to our lifetime,. this means that life itself' repeats that the moment of death is· rrot an end but a be&inning

the beginning:

of nnother life :DEATH

BillTID

But even· if we knew this t-o be true,

the knowledge would not·

help us very muc'h- unless· we lrnew s·omething else.

This 'something· el.se'

is -the wccy out of' the ~ire-le· of' repetition - in1 other words,, movementtowards the centre..

It is in- t-his direc·tion that life is bliss, and

if we c-ould. find i 1i man;y things in our life would change - they would no1t

continue to repeat themselves,. over and. over again.
Actually· everything we do is a combination of' both these dire0:tions· everythinB' moves round the circle, and as· it does so it moves a little
nea.rer or a little further from the centre.
diredions 1·s a s pir-c>,l.

The resultant o-r· b-oth these

All our· activities are spirals,, but most 01 them

fade away or change their ·direc-tion.

UnU:ess there is a definite aill11
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behind them, and this aim is sustained for a very long·per.iod, iii
is· difficult, if not impossible, to follow their diree1ion.

But

with certain kinds of activity,. and. particularly with certain
natural processes, it is possible to follow their direcrlion more·
exactly, and to study the laws which c-ontrol them •.
Let us consider, for instance, the wcy in which man is created,

and grows throughout his li:fe.
shown

This will b~ a spiral of the kindl

below:- ·,

SPIBAL OF CREATION.
It will be seen that life begins at the centre of the c:ira:lJe, it is-· here that man is o:onceived..

As the spiral moves outwards'.

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the end of the first
segment we are born.

During the·next segment the child developl!t

and grous, and. by the end of this segment he is about 7 jPears· old.
From this point onwards adult life begins

first adoleso-ence,. theni

marriage and children, then middl'e· age, and finally old age andl
d.eath.

By the time full circrle is reached death comes· and' we:•

begin again - the clocks are put back, and once again man is
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conceived.

The embryo develops in the womb, and at the end of'·

the first segment we are born.

Childhood onc-e again, with all

its· ad.ventures - shall we remember how it was before?
Now if we look cm.ref'ully at the diagram-, we may notice t-ha;t thespiral of our lif~ moves through different areas- of the circ.le.

In

the first segment, from conception till biMh, it moves entirely in
the central area, area

3.

In the aec-ond. segment, from birth until

the end of childhood, it moves through the middle area, area 2.

And

only in the last seg1Uent·, during our adult life, does· it move thr'ough
area I.
This fact can tell us a great d'eal about these different areas it can show us what they are like ..
ia· hidden• from us

in the normal wey,.

Just as the central area, area

3,

so t_he period. in, the wombi

is hidden from us - we can remember nothing about it.

And yet it is·

a very important part of our life - in· 'real' time it occupies a third
of the whole circle.

During- this period everything belonging to our-

past life - everything of real value - is assembled. together again.
And when we are born we bring with us many memories from this period,or so we are told - memories of the life we lived before.

We are·

not just stupid babies when we are born, we are wise old men •.

Bu~

soon our parents begin to make baby noises at us, and we· quickly forget
what we knew so well, fl,nd imitate them instea.d.

As child.hood develops we are moving through the middle area, the
place where all our dreams and. pha.ntasies, our fears and our d.elights·
a.re situated...

During much of this period we live in a world of

make-believe.

And. yet it is a very clear world, full of vivid

memories, much neerer the centre of the circ,le than in la:f7er life.

One remembers how Christ spoke of children-how he said., "Verily· I
say unto you,. their angels do always behold the f'ac-e of rrry Father whieli:

is· in heaven".
And. then there is the third segment, during whieh we are moving

through area I.

This is· the period of adult life, when we develop

all our knowledge, all our skills, and all our experienc-e of the- world.,
The trouble is that about this time a kind of veil or a screen begins
to fall down between us and the inner two areas, a.nd we tend to lose
oUJ? connection with them.

But our real self is not like this at a;ll

it includes everything under the spiral - everything in eaoh of thethree areas.

And if we draw a line, such a.s the line a - o, it will
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be a c-ros-s section of what we really are, at that particular
poin~ in our life.

to the moment

For the spiral is growit'lg all the t-ime, up

or· death~

At the moment of conception it is· a

tiny· point at the c.-entre of the circ,le;
it includes area

3;

by the time of our birth

by the end of childhood it ha:s gTO'l>m stilll

more, to include area 2 as well;

and by· the moment of. death it

includes all three· areas· - area 3, area 2 and area I •.

What happens· then?

What happens at the moment of death?

quote from "A New Model of the Universe",

To

"A man dies, and the

moments of his death agony, the moments· of his last thoughts and

realisations, his last sensations a,rrd lRst regrets, are connected
with the aensa.tions of love which create new birth..

and which follows the other?

Which precedes-

AlLthis must be simultaneous.

Thew

the soul sinks into sleep, and then awakes in the same world as
before, in the same house, with the same paren1;s."
So what is life for, what is it all about?

Q'nlesa we can

find some way of remembering - of carrying our c-onsc'. i ousness acroSl3

t.his period of sleep - everything · will be much as it J,tas before - why·:r

in fact,, should it be otherwise?.

But if the meditation goes· dee:p

enough, there· is· every reason to suppose it will still be- there
when we awake.

And then it will be up to us to find a wa:, of' keeping

it going - through all the distractions of ·our childhood, the aiml!tand anxieties- of adolescent life - until!, with t-he· reawakening
memory, we discover

otll"'

or·

c·o nnection · with · the · c:entre: - we discover

what it means that 'life is bliss'.
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The circ.l e, regarded as a geometrical figure, has two

co-ord.inates.

One of these two co-ordinates lies: in a direction

along radii, inwards or outwards· from the centre, the other·
co-ordinate lies - in a direc-tion around. the cireumferenc:e. (see fig. 2)

area I

fig--.2 _

Regarded as a symbol, these two co-ordinates of the circle - are
of great importance

they can help us to understand aci;ions:.

All

We have no choic-e·We think·
This is a very difficult· thing to accept.

our actions move in a direction around the circle.
they happen.

we have choice over our actions, but actually it is not so - everything

happens.
In the outer area of the circle (area I) everything happens i n ~ Day follows day, . week follows week, yea:r follows· yea:r,- an<i all the:

ordina.P'J small. events- of ' our life· r·ollot-1 suit,.

In the middle
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29
I saw the morning pavement in the sun
Crowded with people moving to and fro;
The daily rush to work had just begunEach person knew exactly where to go.
And as I looked I thought, suppose each one
Went in the selfsame way to work each daySuppose all hope of any change had gone,
Suppose our life in utter sameness laySuppose each gesture, every word we say,
Each step we take upon the journey's way
Without the slightest alteration done
Exactly as it had been yesterday ...
And then I heard a laugh and saw a smile,
And sat there in the morning sun, awhile.

area; (area 2) things are repeated in eternity - they happen;
again, and. again.

This is· a different kind of happening - it

refers to many things, in our life which have always been, like•
our childhood., or when we fall in love, or choose a
or· make certain big decisions....

career

In a· sense these things are

much more inevitable, much more unchangeable..

In this· middle·

area, too,. are all our drea.n:s - dreams about what we · might have
a.one, what we hope to do· one day ••.••
But in t·he centra-1· area (area 3) it is differ.-en:t.
of us · is· above the level

of

actions.

This· part

And so everything-is· always

there - all' our possibilities, all our past, . our- present' and' our·
future - all' of it exists side by side..

But of course we cannot

see a·ll this, although certain things, affect us very much ••
What is- it,. then, that decides our actions?
o:hosen, . others not'· - what determines this?

Some of them are,

The origin of:· alJJ our

actions comes f"rom the centre of the circ:le - it is from here tha-t
ever"'Jthing begins.

And so the line which connects us with the

centre - the radial co-ordinate - is the line of choice.

along this line - movement t'-owards- the centre

Movement

brings us- nearer·

to choice, nearer to the possibility of · doing. ·
Suppose there is something in our life we wish to change.

'kle struggle with it on its

01m

is the meaning of that saying a tooth".

If

level we only make it stronger.
11

This

an, eye for a.n eye and. a tooth for-

But if' we· nresist not evil" - if we

e&"l

learn how t-o

let things be, and at the same time practie-e· some method such as
the medi tatiom which will bring us nearer to the centre of the c.irc.l e, .
not just once, , but regularly every d.ay -

then sooner or later-- a

miracle will happen, and. things will change.
remember that nothing is impossible for us.

For we have to
At the centre oft the

circle is the one Hho cm-eated us, and from the centre of the ci.rcle he will one day create us again-..•·•.
This, . then,- is the meaning of the symbol from the point of:·

view of ac:tion.
of being.

Let us noN consider it from the point of' view

As we have already sa.id, movement round. the

circumfer~nc:e of the c:irc-le is c·oncerned with pa,ssing · time.

In.-

this· direction, therefore, the present moment d.oes· not exist - it
is - disappearing continuously from the future into the past.

. But movement towards the centre of the circ·l e is· along· the1 ine of ,!!£!;!.

Directly ,-,e turn our attention a.lone; this line
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37

How strangely does each hour, each little day
Go winding on. How strange that all our years,
Numbered and counted so relentlessly,
Should pass us by, leaving no room for tears.
And yet more strange, that deep behind disguise
We know that nothing vanishes-each joy,
Each sudden flow of warmth in lover's eyes,
Each new discovery, each simple toy
Is guarded always in Eternity.
Oh miracle! that each new moment brings
Its own sweet treasure house of ecstasy,
To complement the rounded whole of things ...
For underneath Time's losses and his gains,
Nothing is parted from us-all remains.
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w·e are- - · we exist.

And the nearer we get to the centre of the-

circle the greater 'now' bec·omes.

For· 'now' has a different

value, - a d1fferent duration - the nearer we get to the centre •.

In the outside area, (area I ) the, value of· 'now' is only· a- few
seconds·.

This· is- 'now' for the ordinary level of consciousness· -

our ordinary waking state.

For the middle area of the cir~le·

(are~ 2) 'now' is· very murrh longer - perhaps seva~al hours, or
evem a d:ay and a night.

For· the central area (area 3) 'nuw' is:

much longer still - i~ may· even, extend to the length of · our· whole·
life.

And at t 'he centre or · the circle i _ts-e·1 r· 'now' is- in:fini t-e·,

or eternal - it is· this which we mean when· we spealc of' the 'eternal
. now'.
If our daily life has no

no being.

I

now' in it

He

do not exist, we.· have·

This is a very unc·o mfortable thought

that so mue.1i1 of'

our· life· is spent'- in this way, in non-existence •.

But the purpose

of' the meditation is· to bring · 'now' into our daily l 'ife - that is
precisely what it is for •.

By turning· our attention along the

lin e o:f' 'now' and by finding · our wcy 'towards the centre·· of the ·
circle, for two periods every day, we find in time- that the· value
Gradually our daily life begins to have

of.· 'now' has increased.
more· and more 'now' in it

gradually we begin to exist, and' our

level of being increases-.

When this happens we find t-hat the way

we spend ou.1' time is different·.

Instead. of. the past and the

future, it is the present moment on which we spend· our· energy.
And in a- strange way the past and the future· solve themselves .... .,
How everything that happens in the universe is compound_ed of'

these two d.ireC'tions

everything moves· round the circ:le, and as·

it does so, it moves a little nearer, or a little further from the·
centre.

The resultant of these two kinds of movement is a spiral.

:B asically a;l l process-as, all activities are spirals - and basica-1.ly,r
they areo of two kinds only - either they are· moving:- outwards,, awa:y·
from the c-entre,- or they are moving inwards, towards the centre •.
There · canno~ be a process, an activity, which continues- to mov~

at the same distanc:e from the c-entre - that is what ordinarily, we,
cannot see ..
But what kinds· of spira,l are there?

Most of our- ordinary

activities move' a- certain distance round the c-irc:-le and then fade·
away, or change their d.irection.

Unless· there· is· a d.efinite aim1

behind them, and this· aim is· sustained f'or a; very long period',~ it
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is· difficult, if not impossible, to follow their d.irec<tion.

:But

with certain kinds of activity,. and. particularly i-rith certain
natur-al processes, it is possible to follow their direction more
exactly, and to study the laws which control them •.
Let us consider, for instance, the way in which man is created:,
and grows· throughout his life.

This will· b.e a spiral of the kind

shmm in fig. J below:-

4"death

fig. 3

SPIRAL OF CREATION

It will be seen that life begins at the centre of the circ:ile it is-· here t'hat man is c:oncei ved..

As the spiral moves outwards·

the embryo develops in the womb, and at the end. of the first
segment we are born.

During t'he· next segment the child develops

and grows, and. by the end of this segment he is a.bout

7

years· old.

From- this· point onward.s adult life begins - first adolesoenc:e~ then
marriage and child.r.en, then middl'e age, and' finally old age and
d.eath.

By the time -full circle is reached death comes and we·

begin again, - the clocks are put back, and. once again man is
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conceived.

The embryo d.evelops in the womb, and at the encl of·

the first segment we are born-.

Childhood onc.e again, with all

its adventures - shall we remember how it waS' before?

••• and:

so on and so on •••.•
The spiral of creation, of grm·rth, is a descending,. a 'downhill' .
process·..

This means, that the value of time is decreasing as time,

goes- on.

In the early stages of embryonic growth, when the spiral'

is, so near the centre of the circle, time.has· enormous value.

In

oi.her woncls, enormous changes take place in'. a very short time.

As

time goes on it passes· more quickly, until by the end of· our life
the vc1,lue of time has red.uced to little or nothing - this from the
point of view of our physical existence - and sometimes, too,. from
other points of view.

But there is· a reverse process, another·kind of spiral,. whic:h is
shov-m in fig.4 below:-

fig. 4

SPIRAL OF REGENERATION

20

I don't know why, but everything seems to be
Different this morning; as if someone had said
"How would you like things?" And suddenly instead
Of the dull dreary world we usually see,
There is a new wonder in each leaf, each tree,
And even the grey pavements seem enchanted
With bright reflections from each raindrop slanted ...
So is my heart filled with a bright ecstacy,
And I would laugh for joy, telling those I meet
To look about them, here in this busy streetTo look and see how terror has gone away,
And sadness is no more, just for this one day.
And looking, I would ask them if they know
How it could be like this always-how it could be so.
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In this case the value of time increases as time goes on.

The,

spiral therefore represents an a,scenrl.ing,, an 'uphill' proc e ss •.
It is · what we ca.11 'regeneration' - and without it creation would"
be impossible.

In· a sense it is going on a-111 through our life-,

as-: the diagram indicates, but it can: happen, any time - within a
ha-1:f-' hour, even, sometimes within, a few moments -.

There is - no neea_ to

think of it in terms of a lifetime.
These two processes
importance for us-.

creation and regeneration - have a special

When we do the med1 tat ion energy is- being

regenerated, when we do our daily work energy is- being used' f:or-·
creation.

Without the meditation energy of the right kind is

not produced, .. and so our daily work is not creative - it goes along
in- a dull sort of wey.
will begin to change.

But if a rhythm can be established· things·
Gradually our daily work will change its

quality - gradually life will take- on a new meaning, as· the-, value,
of each moment - the value of 'now' increases· more and more •.
If we can superimpose these tuo diagrams in our minds, it will
help us to understand many much bigger thing s too - particularly
about the meaning of life a:nd death-- how death is not an end buta beginning - how it is a starting point on the wa:y - to rebirth and
the awakening of memory

a doorway opening into a new lif~ ..

